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Let {I’] and (cp, } be the eigenvalues and an orthonormal system of eigenvectors 
of a second order elliptic differential operator on a compact N-dimensional 
manifold M. The Riesz means of order 6 of an integrable function on M are defined 
by R”,j‘b)=.f,wL<, (I ~;*/~‘)“(P~(x)(P;(L.)~(~) dp(y). In this paper we 
study the kernels and the operator norms of he operators { Rt,] on L”(M), 
l<p<Z(N+l)/(N+3). We also prove that if l<p<2(N+l)/(N+3), and 
6 = N/p - (N + I )/2, then the operators {R’:} are of weak type (p, p) uniformly 
with respect to ,4. I( 1991 Academic Pres*. Inc 
Let M be a smooth connected and compact N-dimensional manifold 
without boundary. Let A be a positive elliptic second order differential 
operator on M, with smooth coefficients, and self-adjoint with respect to 
some positive density dp. Let { jb2j and { 4oj.) be the eigenvalues and an 
orthonormal system of eigenfunctions of A. To every integrable function,! 
on A4 we can associate a Fourier transform {,f(A)l with respect to the 
system { cp,}, and an eigenfunction expansion f- Cj, f(jb)cp,,. 
The Riesz means of order 6 ( 30) of ,f are defined by 
The behaviour of Riesz means (or the more or less equivalent Cesaro 
means) on Lp spaces has been extensively studied. (See [4, 27, 21, 18, 7, 19, 
5, 14, 3, 25, 1 l-l 31 and also the survey [ I] which is mainly devoted to 
eigenfunction expansions in domains in rWN.) From negative results in iw” 
and a transplantation result in [24] it follows that for small 6, { R’I, .f‘(.~) ] 
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does not necessarily converge in norm or pointwise to ,f’ as /i 4 + x, and 
the bad behaviour of these means for continuous or integrable functions 
has a natural measure in the Lebesgue constants, i.e., the integral norms of 
the Riesz kernels 
Our first result is the following theorem 
THEOREM 1. There exist two positive constunts C, und C, such that, us 
n+m, 
(i) ifO<d<(N- 1)/2, 
(ii) $6 = (N- 1)/2, 
(iii) $8 > (N- 1 )/2, 
As far as we know, the whole theorem was already known only in the 
cases of the classical Fourier series on the N-dimensional torus and on 
compact connected semisimple Lie groups. See [2, 20, 171 and also [ 16, 
63. The estimate (iii) is already in [25]; however our proof is different. 
Let us denote by /lR;lI, the operator norm on L”(M) of the operator 
R” ie ,fr . ., 
,,R”, j,,, =SupF. 
t P 
Theorem 1 contains sharp estimates for the norms of the operators 
{R:} on the spaces L’(M) and L”(M). In our second result we give an 
upper bound for the norms of these operators on the spaces LP(M), 
1 <p < 2(N + 1 )/(N + 3), and the corresponding dual spaces. 
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THEOREM 2. Let 1 <p<2(N+ l)/(N+3). Then, as A + SW, 
8 4 O<s<N/p-(N+1)/2, 
!f 6 = N/p - (N + 1)/2, 
if s>N/p-(N+1)/2. 
The above theorem is essentially contained in [25]; however, we shall 
also show that at least if 0 < 6 < N/P- (N + 1) these estimates are optimal. 
At the critical index 6 = N/P - (N + I)/2 we obtain an estimate from below 
l(R: II,, 3 c( Log(il))‘!“. (See [IS] for the Lebesgue constants for expansions 
in Jacobi polynomials.) 
Our third result is 
THEOREM 3. !fN=p=l, or l<p<2(N+l)/(N+3), andifd=N/p- 
(N + 1)/2, then the operators { Rt } are of weak type (p, p) uniformly with 
respect to A; i.e., ,for every function ,f in L”(M) one has 
For the classical Bochner-Riesz means with respect to the trigonometric 
system the analogue of this result is due to M. Christ [ 11, 121. However, 
the weak behaviour of the Riesz means in the Hardy spaces Hp([WN) with 
0 <p < 1 has been previously considered in [28], and the case of radial 
functions on lRN in [lo]. Recently in [ 131 M. Christ and C. Sogge proved 
the case p = 1 of the above theorem for eigenfunction expansions of a 
pseudodifferential operator and raised the question for other values ofp. 
The proofs of the above theorems rely on suitable decompositions of the 
Riesz kernels and fairly precise estimates of each piece. We acknowledge 
that the techniques in this paper find their roots in [23, 3, 25, 11, 12, 151. 
In particular this last paper extends Theorem 3 to the Hardy spaces 
HP(M), with 0 <p < 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Suppose that A has, on some local chart, the form 
A = - 1 a/ax, (g”8/8x,) + c 6, a/ax, + c, 
1. I k 
with gV, b,, c, smooth functions, and [g”] a real and positive definite 
matrix. If [g,] is the inverse matrix of [g”], the quadratic form 
xi. j gU dx; dxj defines a Riemannian metric on M, and we shall denote by 
IX - yl the Riemannian distance between the two points x and y in M (note 
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that, up to first order terms, A is essentially the LaplaceeBeltrami operator 
of M with this Riemannian structure). Without loss of generality we shall 
assume in the sequel that the injectivity radius of the exponential map of 
A4 is greater than one. 
Denote now by m the function m(s) = (1 ~ .s’)‘:, and by ti its Fourier 
cosine transform, ti(t) = c(s)t ” “*J,+ ,,2(t), where Jn+ ,,2 is the Bessel 
function of order 6 + l/2. Then, by spectral theory, 
+ * Ati cos(tA) dt cp;.(x) q>.(y) 
= c + -* Ati cos(f &)(x. y) dt, 0 
where cos(t fi)(x, y) is the distribution kernel associated to the operator 
cos(t Jd) defined by cos(t Jd)f- Z, cos(tA)~(;1)(~~. 
Let [ be a smooth even function on iw, with t(t) = 1 if ItI 6 i, [(t) = 0 if 
ItI 3 1. We can decompose the Riesz kernel xi<,, (1 -%‘/A2)” cp,(x)cp,(.~) 
into two pieces, 
‘4(x, y) = 6: / Ariz(At) [(I) cos(t Jd)(x, y) dr 
=C (m(A I.1 * i)(l-)Vi(n) CPA(Y) 
and 
4x, Y)=C {m(Ap’j.)- (m(A ‘.) * i)(j-)}cpj.(x) CPAY), 
which we shall study separately. 
LEMMA 1. 
CA -“(A - Is/)“, if ISI 6 A - 1, 
(i) IMAp’.) * i)(s)1 d CA ‘, if A - 1 < Is/ < n + 1, 
CA -“( ISI - A)y, if Is/ 3 A + 1, 
and 
(ii) Im(k’.s-(m(A-‘.) * i)(s)1 <c/i-“(1 + l/i - /sI I))h, 
for arbitrary large h. 
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Proof Part (i) is an easy consequence of the rapid decrease of [; then 
in (ii) only the case 1x1 6 n - 1 has to be considered. Since j’ : i(t) dt = 1, 
but j+: kY t 4(t) dt = 0 for every integer k > 0, we can write 
Part (ii) then follows from this inequality, the estimates Im’“‘(t)l d 
c(1 - ItI& k, and the rapid decrease of [. 1 
In the sequel we shall need the following estimate, due to L. Hormander 
[22], for the spectral function of d: 
LEMMA 3. {I,,,, lB(x, y)12 dp(y)}‘12 6c/4’N ‘),2pn, 
Proqf: By Parseval’s. equality, Lemma 1, and (2) 
i I 
I.!2 
= c Im(n-‘n)- (m(/i--1.) * [)(A)12 l(p;(x)12 
i. 
<c A-28~(l+l&kl) 2hkN-’ I” 
k=l 
<c/,jW IVZ-6 
. I 
A similar argument also yields the following crude global estimate for 
4x, Y). 
LEMMA 4. IA(x, JI)~ G CA”. 
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Proof: 
IA(x, .v)l <I I(m(A ‘.) * i)(i)1 Ice;(x) cpAY)l 
<c/l n 1 (n-k)“k.v ’ 
kc,1 I 
+cA-” C (l+lA-kl) hkNm’ 
kZ/l I 
6 CA”. 1 
Since the estimates in Lemma 4 are essentially the best possible when 
A Ix - yl < 1, in the sequel we shall always assume A /x - ~‘1 3 1. 
The kernel cos(t Jd)(x, y) is the fundamental solution of the Cauchy 
problem for the wave equation 
&,x, y)+A,.C(t,x, y)=O, 
/ 
C(0, x, y) = 6(x-y), 
; C(0, x, y) = 0, 
and, by the Hadamard construction of a parametrix (see [23, Chap. 17.4; 
3]), it is possible to give an asymptotic expansion of this kernel: If t is 
smaller than the injectivity radius of M, then 
(5) cos(tJd)(x, Y) = +f Uk(X, Y)r 
(& Ix-y12)k, (N+l)l2 
k-0 I-(k-(N- 1)/2) ’ 
where the functions Uk(x, y) are in C” (A4 x M), and U,(x, x) # 0. 
We recall here that for a > 1 the distributions t ;“/I’( -X + 1) are defined 
recursively by 
I 
+m 
0 
.,;i; l)f(t)dt= -j” 
0 
$;y2) -&I Cdr. 
Using this asymptotic expansion we thus obtain as in [3] an asymptotic 
expansion also for A(x, y): 
A(x, y) = y Uk(X, y) j;"' AtrqAt)[(t) 
k=O 
x (t2- Ix-yl2)y (N+‘),‘2 dt, 
I-(k- (N- 1)/2) 
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A change of variables then gives the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. 
where 
and f(t) = t”*Jd + ,:*(t) 
We recall here that by the asymptotic expansion of Bessel functions we 
have 
2(A Ix-yl+r)=J2/7rsin(ii Ix-yI+r-&r/2) 
+ R(/1 1x-y + t), 
with (d”/dz”)R(z) = O( IzI ‘) for every n as 1~1 + + ~~ 
We now want to estimate the various terms in the asymptotic expansion 
of A(x, y). We acknowledge that the whole proof is a bit heavy; however, 
we point out that the study of V,(x, y) (the main term in the asymptotic 
expansion) when N is odd is particularly simple, but it already contains the 
idea of the proof. 
LEMMA 7 
‘c if k<(N- 1)/2, 
,;A Ix-yI)k (N-W, 
if (N-1)/2<k<(N+6)/2, 
c(A Ix-YI) 6+(N+‘)/*-k ~~~(1 + I~,-~‘), 
if k=(N+6)/2, 
c(A IX-A) 6+(N+1)/2~ k/i2k N n 
(f k>(N+6)/2. 
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Prfmfi Let 
fk(t)= *+ t 
( 1 ! 
‘) 2+A (,,,) 
k (Ntll2 
A /.x-y/ 
x;(,.-y,+;)bln lx-L’l+t). 
Then if A Ix-y1 3 1, I(d”/dt”)f,(t)l <c(l +t/A I~-yl)~~‘~ (N+‘)/2, and 
fk(t) = 0 if t 3 A. Hence, if k > (N - 1)/2, 
tk (N+ I).2 
T(k 1 (N- 1)/2) 
dt 
i 
,I 
( > 
k n (rV+l);2 
<c 
tk (Y+l).‘z * + t 
A ,.x-y, 
dt 
0 
‘(q/i ,“-y,)/‘~ (,v-‘l.*, 
if (N- 1)/2<k<(N+6)/2, 
c(A ,x-4’,) c)+(N+‘)Q kLog(l + I<~-)>, ‘), 
if k=(N+6)/2, 
c(A ,.X-J>,) <S+(N+ 1112 k/i’k Ri ~(5 
if k>(N+6)/2. 
When k 6 (N - 1)/2 and N is odd, 
tk-(N+ I)/2 
I-(kT(N- l),2) 
dt = 
I I 
When k < (N - 1)/2 and N is even, 
+= fktt) 
[k ~(.V+ I)!2 
r(ktN-l),2)df 
+ 71  ^ tk (,V+ I);2 
+ (1 - i(t))fAt) r(k T  (N- * ),2) dt 6 c. 1 
From the previous lemmas we immediately obtain the following 
estimate. 
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LEMMA 8. IA(x, y)l <eA”(l +A Ix-~l) ” (yc1).‘2. 
In order to estimate A(x, +v) from below we restrict .x and y in an 
annulus {(A) ~-’ 6 Ix -yI 6 E}, with E suitably small and A > E- *. 
LEMMA 9. 
A(x, y)=eo~,(~x, ,x)/l--“+(‘v ‘1’2 Iuu-pJ lb (N+I),* 
x (sin(A I-x-~1 +c,)+O(lx-yJ)+O((A /A-VI) ‘)j. 
Proof: Since U,(x, y) = U,(x, x) + 0(1,x -)‘I ), the lemma will follow 
from Lemmas 6, 7, and the estimate 
V,,(x, .~)=c~sin(A Ix-~I+c,)+O((A Ix-!,I)-‘). 
Let us write 
V(,(X, y) = s,: % id(t) +f(t) +s(t) + h(l)} r( Y(l;.” ;;,2 
with 
d(t)=7r I.*2 N’2 sin(A lx-.v + t-&c/2), 
x sin(A Ix -yI + t-671/2), 
( t > 
(N+ I);2 
x 2+ 
A I-Y-yl 
_ 2 (N + I )/2 
.t(lu~-yl+$)sin(A Ix-yl+t-h/2), 
h(t)= 1 + r ( 
-h 
> ( 2+ t ! 
-,N+ I)/2 
fl IX-Y1 A 1x-y 
T dt, 
x+x-y,+;)wl (x-yl+t). 
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The estimate of the integral with d is immediate, 
+x d(t) 
* (,V+I~;Z 
f(-+(N-l),2)df 
=7X 
1.2 2 N’2 sin(A Ix-yl-rj,l?)j],’ ‘ cos(t)r(~i(‘~~‘);,2)dt 
+cos(/l Ix-y\ -&c/2) 1’ sin(t) .“,:;I’:;,) dt) 
“0 
=c2 sin(A ix-yl +c,). 
We estimate the integral with f via al n integration by parts, 
Ii ,, x J’(t) 
t (N+l):2 
I--+(N- l)/qdr 
(i.( I”-)‘1 +;)- 1) 
t -(AZ+ I),‘2 
Xr(-+(N-1),2) 
dt G CA ” 
It is easily verified that l(d”/dt”)g(O)l < c(A /“~-yl) I. Hence, if N is 
odd, 
+ x t -(N+lv2 
I I 
,j’N I)/2 
g(t) f(--;N- 1),2)” = &‘N- I)/2 do) 
dc(A lx-yl)-’ 
If N is even, we split the integral in two, 
+ m t (N+ I)/2 
g%-(-+(N- I)/2)dt 
d II +l i^ (t) g(t) 
Y+“;2 
0 r(-(N-1)/2)dt 
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f+ ( N + I 1: 2 
(! 
t 
Xr(-(N-1)/2) 
I+ 
A /“-)‘I 1 
0 
dc’(A lx-yl) ‘. 
The study of h is similar to the study of g. Since I (d”/d?‘)R(z)l 6 c irl ‘. 
we have I(ri”/dt”)h(t)l dc(A l.v-~l) ‘. Hence, if N is odd, 
!.i 
+ ’ h(t) 
[ (.Y + I );2 
l--+(N-1),2)d’ = I ! 
p I) 2 
0 dt’“- I).2 h(O) 
while if N is even. 
+ I 
h(t) 
f (/v+II,2 
I-( -+(N - 1)/2) 
dt 
The theorem is now an easy consequence of the above lemmas. By 
Lemma 3 and Lemma 8, 
Ii2 
X IWx, .~)1’44y) .w 
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6 CA” 
s 
(1+//f ~x-YI)~~~~1~~+Il~2d~(~)+c~‘“~l’.2 h 
M 
{ 
(,A’” I).? 0, if 0 d 6 < (N - I )/2, 
6 c Log(/i 1, if ii = (N - 1)/2, 
c, if ~5 > (N - I )/2. 
On the other hand by Lemma 3 and Lemma 9, for suitably smal F, and 
for every n with n 9 E 2, 
i 
(,A(&Il.2 h if 0 < 6 < - (N 1)/2, 
2 c Log(A), if 6 = (N - 1)/2, 
c, if s>(N-1)/2. 
This ends the proof of the theorem. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
As in Theorem 1 let [ be a smooth even function on iw, with [(t) = 1 if 
ItI <$, t(t)=0 if ItI 2 1, and let [(t)=[(t)-[(2t). Let the integer n be 
defined by 2”</1<2”+‘. Then we can decompose the Riesz kernel as 
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=li Arii(At)(l-[(r))cos(t&i)(x,,v)dt 
0 
+at‘ Ariz(At)f(2/t) cos(t &)(x, y) dt ,=o * 
+ 
i‘ 
+ x nrFz(nt)i^ (2r~+ ’ t) cos(t Jd)(x, ,v) dt 
0 
=4x, y)+ i A,(-X,Y)SA,,+,(.Y, y). 
J=o 
The above decomposition of the kernel yields a decomposition of the 
operator 
R:=B+ i A,+A.+,. 
/=O 
The study of the operator A,,+, is easy. 
LEMMA 10. sM IA.+,(x, y)I dydc. 
Prooj: First notice that 
A,, ,(x, y)= lo+-’ hfz(At)[(2”+ ‘t) cos(t $)(.x, y) dt 
=c (m(A- 1.) * 2 ‘I ‘[(2 -)I ‘.))(i)cp;.(x)cp;o. 
Since by (5) cos(t &)(x, y)=O if ItI < Ix-JJ~, and since [(2”*‘t)=O if 
ItI 3 /f ‘, we have that A,+,(x,y)=O if jx-~~I>jl~~~. Also, by the 
estimates (2) for the spectral function of A, 
IA,,+,(.x, v)l 62 I(m(A ‘.) * 2p” ~‘((2 “m’.))(i)i /V;(.~)V;.(.Y)/ 
The lemma then follows. 1 
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In the sequel we shall need the following restriction result for the Fourier 
transform of functions in L”(M), 1 <p < 2(N + 1 )/(N + 3): 
I’2 
c I.j‘(A)l’ <c ll.f’ll,, P” ‘N+“‘2. (11) k 
I i/.<k 
This has been proved by C. Sogge in [26], and it is an analogue of the 
restriction result of C. Fefferman, E. Stein, and P. Tomas for the Fourier 
transform in RR. 
LEMMA 12. ll@fl~,<c/iN;p (zw +11’2 A lif‘ll,,, 
Proof: By Lemma 1 and (11) 
“2 llBfl(,= 1 Im(A- ‘.)-(m(A ‘.) * [)(i)12 I.p(i)I’ 
i i 
+ % 
<c 
i 
A 26 1 (1 +I/-k() 2’rhZN!~ ,v ’ ‘* Il.f’ll, 
k=l 
< (.A VP 1 
From Lemma 10 and 12 we immediately get that 
lI(A u+ I + B)l’jl,<c(l + n”,‘p IN+ ‘)‘2 “) Il.fll,,. 
We now study the operators (A,). 
LEMMA 13. 
lAjlx, Y)l G 
c~C” I)!2 iifJ/(“+‘v + 112) if‘ Ix-p1 <2 ‘, 
o 
(f IX-J1 32 ‘. 
Proof: By (5) we have the asymptotic expansion 
Ai(x, J’) = y I/k(.% J’) j,- Atti(At)&29) 
k = 0 
x(t:-lx--y~2)~ cx+‘).2dt 
z-(k-(N- 1)/2) 
= CA n + (N 1112 ,,x-yl h (#N:+ I)2 
+ L 
X c A k I.X-J’lk uk(& I’)w,(X, .I,‘), 
k =,I 
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where 
x 2+ 
( 
t 
A I.-J- > 
k - (Nt I):2 
&2’ Ix -)‘I + 2//l ‘t) 
.#‘(A IX-VI + t) 
ii 
tk (Nt I).‘2 
rck 1 cN- 1 J,2J dt. 1 
If IX - ~‘1 > 2 -’ all terms in this expansion vanish. Also, arguing as in 
Lemma 7 we get 
1 wkb, ev)l 6 
i 
c/lk~(N~l)/22,(6+N~~2k) ,x--)?~“+,N+l)‘2 k 
if Ix-y/ 62-‘-I, 
c(l +(~-JA)~-(J’- W2) 
if 2 ’ -‘< Ix-yl 62 -I, 
0 if Ix-yl>2-‘, 
and the lemma follows. 1 
LEMMA 14. IIA,fliP 6 ~(2 Jn)NjP (N + I)!’ ’ ii,fll,I. 
Proof We start by observing that 
A,.f(x)=C (m(A- ‘.) * 2-/5(2 ‘.))(~.)f(+p;(x), 
i 
and that, since 
(m(A -‘.)*2-‘~(2-‘.))(s)=(m(2’A-‘.)* 5)(2-~‘s) 
= (m(2j‘K’.) * 1)(2~‘s)-(m(2’+‘n~~“) * [)(2P’mm’s), 
by Lemma 1 
Hence by (1 1 ), 
{ I 
I /2 
IlA,fll2= c I(m(A-‘.) * 2-‘5(2-‘.))(~)12 Im”)l’ 
i 
580'96'1-2 
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Now decomposefas Cu fh, where each fQ is supported by a ball Q with 
radius 2 -‘, and the balls (Q> are essentially disjoint. Then, since .4,(x, y) 
is supported by { 1.x - ~$1 < 2 ‘1, A,Jb is supported by ZQ, and we have 
We complete now the proof of the theorem. By the above lemma, 
/=O 
1 
‘>A N:p (Nt 1 I;2 0 ,l,f,lp, if O<s<N/p-(N+1)/2. 
d ('Log(A) IlflIp~ if 6 = N/p - (N + 1)/2, 
c 1I.f Ilp’ if 6>N/p-(N+1)/2. 
The upper bound for the operator norm II R: lip is then proved. 
To obtain a lower bound for the operator norm 11 Rzll, we use as a test 
function the characteristic function of a ball of radius (lOOA) ‘. Let 
f=x{,.- ro,SC,oo,,I ,). Then jlfI/,=c/iPN.“‘, and by Lemma9, in a suitable 
annulus around xg, 
R”,f’(x)-c(A Ix-x~[)~” 
Hence, for suitably small E, and for every 
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if 066~ N/p-(Ns 1)/2. 
if s=Nip-(N+ 1)/2, 
if 6 > N/p - (N + 1)/2, 
if 0,<(5<N/p-(N+ 1)/2, 
if 6 = N/p - (N + 1)/2, 
if 6>N/p-(N-f 1)/2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
The structure of the proof is similar to the one in [ 1 I, 121, while the 
proofs of the single steps rely on the techniques in the proofs of Theorem 1 
and Theorem 2. 
The case p = 1 is an immediate consequence of [ 111 and the asymptotic 
estimates for the Riesz kernels obtained in proving Theorem 1. Indeed in 
local coordinates around x, 
and, if I.u-J>~ > il ‘, 
c (I-$)‘” “.‘2 cpj(x)m 
L < A 
= Cl(X) 1x-y N sin(/i Ix -,v + cj) + uniformly integrable terms. 
When N= 1 the L’ weak boundedness of the operator with kernel 
Ix-Yl N sin(/l 1.x - yl + c) is a consequence of the properties of the Hilbert 
transform, while when N> 1 it is a consequence of [ 111. Hence the L’ 
weak boundedness of the operators {RLNm ““} follows. 
From now on we shall assume N > 1. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2 decompose the operator Rf, and the Riesz 
kernel into 
R:=Bs i A,+A,+,, 
/=o 
and 
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+,Qo+’ n?qnt)[(2’t) cos(tJd)(x, y) dt 
+ s +Ix’ m(At)i^(2”+ ’ t) cos( t &i)(x, J-) dt 0 
= B(x, Y) + c Aj(.x, Y) + A,,+ ,(.Y y), 
/=O 
where n is defined by 2” < A 6 2” + ‘, [ is a smooth even function on R, with 
t(t)=1 if It\<;, t(t)=0 if Itl>l, and [(t)=[(t)-[(2t). This time we 
shall also assume that 4 satisfies two extra conditions: IO+ X t”(( t) dt = 0, 
and JO+ m t”(d/dt) [( t) dt = 0. 
By Lemmas 10 and 12 if 6 = N/p - (N + 1)/2 the operators B and A,! + , 
are of strong type (p, p). We shall prove instead that the operator x7=, A, 
is uniformly of weak type (p, p). 
Let f be a function in L”(M), such that iI.f‘Il,,= 1. As in [12], in order 
to estimate the measure of the set where ICY=, A,.f’(x)l > CI, we apply the 
Calderon-Zygmund decomposition to If’1 p at height YJ’, 
.f=g+&, 
v 
where 
(i) Ilgl/,bc and llgll, dca, 
(ii) each h, is supported in a ball Q, and Ja Ih(x)I p dp(x) d CY”~(Q). 
Moreover the balls {Q j are essentially disjoint, and & p(Q) 6 ctl p. 
Then, for every c( > 0: 
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Since 
i A,(,& y)=C (m(A 1.) * {i-2- n ‘1c-” ‘4, 
/=O 1 
x (i)cp;.(x) cp,(Y)> 
the operator x;=, Aj is bounded on L*(M). Thus, by Chebychev’s 
inequality, 
For h <n + 1 let 
B,= c bQ, 
2 h-‘<radiusQ<2 h 
and let 
B ??+-I = c 
radiusQc2m” ’ 
Finally, let E= lJe 1OOQ. Then, since the Q’s are essentially disjoint, 
/A(E) 6 cc( mp, and, again by Chebychev’s inequality, in order to complete 
the proof of the theorem it will suffice to show that 
J I 
i 1 A,hQ(X) 2 Lip(x) < c&p. 
M-k ,=o Q 
(15) 
Since by Lemma 13 A,(x,y) is supported by {Ix-y/<2-‘), A,B,, is 
supported in E if h <,j. Therefore, for every x 4 E, 
igo ;A~~Q(X)= i “f A,B,+,(x)+ i A,Bn+,(.x). 
.\=o /=o ,=O 
Hence (15) will follow from 
I’ 
n .\ 
CAB lj I IfJ 
< c2 EJCll p”2 
I ,=o I2 
and 
(16) 
(17) 
for some E > 0. 
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We shall obtain (16) and (17) through an interpolation between L’(M) 
and LPo(M), po=2(N+ l)/(N+3). 
Let p0 = 2(N + 1 )/(N + 3) and define the two complex valued linear 
functions I,(z)=p+(p/p,--p)z and /2(z)=(N/p-N)+(N-N/po)z. Note 
that if (1 - 9)/l + S/p0 = l/p, f,(9) = 1 and 12(Q) = 0. Then if one defines 
Af = (2 ,,)WA,, 
and 
B,(x) = IB,(x)l”“’ Signum Bh(x), 
(16) and (17) are consequences of the “three lines theorem” and the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 18. IJ’Re(z) =O, 
(i) ilC~=~AfBf+,ll,<c2 ‘(N ‘J’4ap:2, und 
(ii) IIA,B,+ ,l12<c2 (“p/“‘vm “,4c(p,2. 
LEMMA 19. Zf Re(z) = 1, 
(i) IlCy=;; A;B.f+,lll 2 d CCY~“‘.~‘~~ I,“‘, and 
(ii) I~AfB~+,I/2~caP”~po~1’2). 
In order to prove Lemma 18 we shall need some information on the 
kernels of the operators { Aia A,}. 
Denote by A,, the operator A,6 A,, and by A,,(x, y) the corresponding 
distribution kernel. Then 
Ar,(-x, Js) = ?:, Ai(x, z)A,(z, I’) ~/J(Z) 
=c {(m(A 1.) * 2- ‘yr(2~~‘.))(3,) 
x @(A ‘.) * 2 ‘a2 ~‘~))(~))cpn(x)cpi(Y) 
=J” (hqA.)5^(2’.)) * (flrii(h)~(2’mt) 
0 
x cos( t $i,(x, y) cit. 
Denote (A&(A.)f(2’.)) * (Arfz(A.)f(2’.)) by M,, 
LEMMA 20. (i) rfi<j<i+2, SuppM,~ {ltl <2’P’}; 
(ii) {ff++<,j, SuppM,E (2 ’ ‘<ItI 62’ ‘}; 
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(iii) ,fur every i<.j and every k, 
Pro~$ Parts (i) and (ii) are obvious. To prove (iii) it is enough to 
observe that 
. { ISI -ij--’ 2(/l lsl)r^(2’ Is/)} u’s 
In this expression It -s/ and IsI are of the order of 2 ~’ and 2 -I, respec- 
tively, and the measure of the support of the function to be integrated is at 
most 2’-‘. The lemma then follows. B 
LEMMA 21. (i) rfi<<.j<<+2, 
(ii) Ifj> i+2, 
P,,(-T ~11 
if I-u-y1 <2’- ‘, 
if‘ Is-yJ32’ ‘. 
Proof: By (5) we have the asymptotic expansion 
A,,(-Y, y)= +f ui,(& Y,/+‘ M,(t)t 
k=O 0 I-(k - (N- 1)/2) 
tkmCR,+l)2 
x(t+2 I.Y-?:I)L~‘“+‘)12r(k1(N_1):2)dl 
If Ix - yl 3 2’ Pi all terms in this expansion vanish. Also, if .j > i + 2 and 
1.x - yl < 2’ ‘, by computations similar to those in Lemma 7 we obtain 
IA;,(x> Y)I d CA (N 1)#2~ 2a2l@+(N+ 1)1212/6 
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while, if i<j<i+2 and A -‘-c Ix-y1 12l ‘, 
\A,,(~, y), 6 c~tN-- I I:2 262i(Zh+ l)j?( -yl (A- I):Z, 
If i<j< i+ 2 and Ix-y1 < A -‘, by Lemma 13 we immediately get 
IAv(-? Y)l G Sup IA,(.x, :)I I, \A,(& y)I d/A(z) 
z 
<CA N - I 26 i(Z<S + I, 2 .I 
Proof qf Lemma 18. If Re(z) = 0, 
4 s Arj(-x, Y)B~+,(Y)B~+,(x) UP dP(Y) M M 
?Z 5 n > 
<2/12N/” 2N 1 C 2/(N “““)2’(N Nip’ I/A,,B;+,II, liBf+,ll,. 
I 7 0 , = 0 
By the properties of the functions {B;}, 
(23) ; llB~ll, G ~3 
and, for every ball Q of radius greater than 2 ‘, 
s IBX(Y)I b y) ~wL(QW’. a 
Using this and Lemma 21 one has 
(24) jM I4;k y)I lPf+,(~)l &(I’) 
I 
cn- TN/Z--ZNip+ 1/22r(N:p NQt(N;p (N+ I)i2)trp 
< 
if O<i<j-2, 
C,,3N;2 ~ZNip+l1221(2Njp-2N) A(N+I)‘~~-N.‘+~~IN- I)/21 
i lap 
if j-Z<i<j. 
Putting (23) and (24) into (221, part (i) of the lemma follows. 
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The proof of part (ii) is similar, 
In order to prove Lemma 19 we shall need quite precise information on 
the Fourier transform of the operators {A,}. The following lemma is a 
refinement of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 25. 
(i) $(wz(/~ ‘.)*2~.‘5(2~‘.))(.~)1 
: 
c2m’(2p’A)y{(2 ‘A)-‘+2-‘IA-Isll}, 
6 
if IA - lsl I 6 2’3 
c2 ‘(2 ‘A) ri (2-’ IA- I.71 I) h, 
[f /A - ISI ) 3 2’; 
(ii) I(m(n -I.) * 2 ‘((2 ‘.))(s)l 
I 
c(2m’n)p” {(2p’ff)m ’ + (2 j /A - ISI I)‘}, 
if IA - ISI I < 2’, 
6 c(2~-‘n)~“(2~‘jn-islI)-h, 
if l/i-l4132’. 
ProoJ Since 
(m(n-‘.)*2-‘~(2-‘.))(s)=(m(2’A-‘.)*~)(2 ‘s), 
by a resealing it is enough to prove the lemma with j = 0. 
Since jof 71 t”(d/dt)<(t) dt = 0, when s = A we have 
= {(2(t/‘A)- (t/A)‘)!+ -(2&l)“] $ r(r)dti 
Also, by the rapid decrease of (d2/ds2 ) <, for every s with /i - 1 < s < ,I + 1, 
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so that, if A - 1 <s < A + 1, 
The inequality 
-$(A ‘I*C)(s)~<cA () IA - /sI / h 
when IA - IsI I 3 1 is proved as in Lemma 1. This proves (i). The proof of 
(ii) is similar. Only notice that for A - 1 < s < A + 1, 
I(m(A I.1 * S)(s)-(m(~m~‘.) * 5)(~)/ 
= II ;f(n+l ‘.)*l)(t)dt 
<en-“(A--‘+in-s/2). 1 
Let {vi} be positive even functions on II3 with 
qI(s)rr. 
i 
2’ IA - 1s I -~I if /A-lsil32’, 
(2//j) I:‘+2 ,lA-ls,l if IA - IsI 1 6 2’, 
and such that I?, is smooth, and I(d/As)r,(s)l 6 ~2 1. 
Observe that 
Define 
and 
$-( )Jw’~)*2 
/ s 
‘a2 ‘.)Ns) 
v,(s) 5 
e{;(S)=IC/j(S)--I * ‘b,(S) if i=-1, 
= (2 -‘5(2-‘-) * l+bi)(S) if O<i<j, 
= (2 ‘32 -‘.) * ICI,)(s) if i =,j, 
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and denote by ‘Pi and 0, the operators associated to the distribution 
kernels 
and 
@ijtx, Y)=C 8i,(i)(Pj,(x) cP,.(J'), 
, 
Then Y,=Ci= , O,, and since, by spectral theory, 
0,(x, y) = Jo+x to,,) -0) cos(t ,,“%(.~> .v) dt, 
and cos(ta)(x, y)=O if IX-J,] >t, one has 0,(x, J,)=O if I.Y-?/[ >2 ’ 
and O<i<j. 
LEMMA 26. ld,,(.s)l G~c2’ ‘(2 ‘A)-” (1 $2 ’ IA-Is/ I) ‘. 
Proof From Lemma 25 and from the definition of the functions {q,) 
one has 
and 
I$,(.s)l 6c(2m’/4p” (1 +2-’ l/i - /sI I)-“, 
I I $ It/,(s) 6c2-‘(2 ‘A)--“(1+2 ‘[A-ISI) h. 
Hence, if 0 < i <j, 
lhjb)l = /‘,I 2- ‘<(2p’t)(lC/i(s- t)-t,bj(s)} dt 
6 2’ 
s 
+x Itt(t)l $,(s-927) dt 
-x 
dc2’-‘(2--/n)-” -+x 
s It<(r)1 (1 +2-’ (A - Is-927 I)-“dt -Ix 
The proof of the cases i = - 1 and i = j is similar. 1 
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LEMMA 27. For every function f  in Lpo(M) we have 
IIO.~II,~(~‘~~/~~(~~P N/2) N//J” 
1, A ‘v;‘p llf II/lo 
Proof: By Lemma 26 and Sogge’s restriction result (1 1 ), 
ll@,fl12= {X I~,,W l~OJ12}li2 
i. 
dc 22~‘~/‘(y//1)-2” 
i 
x +f (1 +2-/ l/i -~~)-2J’~W’o~ N ’ 
l/2 
Ilf llP” 
k=l 
~c2(‘~‘)(2~/n)~“2//2/i2N/~u~(N+1)12 IIfll,,. 1 
LEMMA 28. Let f  he in L”“(M), and suppose that for every hall Q qf 
radius 2-‘, jQ If (y)lpo dp(y) <BP(Q). Then 
ProoJ Decompose f  as & fp, where each ,fe is supported by a ball Q 
with radius 2 ‘, and the bails {Q} are essentially disjoint. Then, since 
Oii(x, y) is supported by { Ix--)I[ 6 2- ‘}, we have 
Proof of Lemma 23. If Re(z) = 1 the family of functions {II;+ ,} satisfies 
the assumptions in Lemma 29 with p = ap, and 
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, = 0 
,i, ll”aBI.ll2}* 
,& 2(i-l)/(N+‘)(2 //l)NiPO-N/PSIPiPO- P!2 ~lB;,,~lPo}* 
i 
<cc(“(“P(l--” c l&J;; \ 
/=O 
< Ca /Q!Pll 1) 
\ 
This proves part (i). The proof of (ii) is similar, but simpler, since it is not 
necessary to introduce the family of functions (II,}. 
Using Lemma 1 and (11) one proves as in Lemma 27 that for every func- 
tion .f in LPO(M) 
IIAJ.fll2 6 c2i(N’po N’2) llfll,,, 
and since A.f(x, y) = 0 if Ix -4’1 > 2-l, as in Lemma 28 one obtains 
/IAfB~+,~~,6~ct~‘~~-~‘* ljfll;;. 1 
The proof of Theorem 3 is then completed. 
SOME REMARKS 
Remark 1. When 6 = (N- 1)/2 a slight improvement in the computa- 
tions of Theorem 1 yields the asymptotic estimate 
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where the constant c(x) can be explicitly computed. For other values of 6 
we do not even know whether a similar asymptotic estimate exists. 
Remark 2. The knowledge of the order of increase of the operator 
norms of the operators {R”,) can be used to prove positive results on the 
convergence of Riesz means of functions in suitable subspaces of the spaces 
LP(M) or C(M). See, e.g., [l, 16, 9, 171. 
We sketch here an application of Theorem 1 to approximation theory. 
It follows from [29, Chap. XII], that if g is a smooth function on [w, 
with I(&/#)~(f)l ~(1 + lfl))Pk for some E:>O (i.e., (T is in the symbol 
class Sr;,J), then the sequence (o(A/A) 1 is a multiplier of L”(M), 
1 dp d + x, or of C(M), with norm bounded independently on A. 
Denote by m the function (1 - 2’):) and fix a smooth function $ on [w 
with $(t)=l if Itl<$ and $(t)=O if It/>fi. Then, if Od6<N/p- 
(N+ 1)/2 and 1 dp62(N+ l)/(N+3), for everyf’in L”(M) one has 
C C (l -m(~//i)ll/(~ln))P(~~)cpj. II i il i’ 
+ c/, N/p (N + 1112 6 z 
Therefore if CI = N/p - (N + 1)/2 - 6 and if the function f is in the closure 
of C”(M) in the space AP”‘*Lp(M) (the domain of the operator Ari2), the 
Riesz means { R6,f) converge to f in the Lp norm as A + + co. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 admits an extension to p < 1. In [ 151 it is 
proved that if 0 <p < 1 and 6 = N/p - (N + 1)/2, then for every distribution 
fin the Hardy space HP(M) one has the estimates 
The proof of this result relies on the atomic decomposition of HP(M) 
and on an extension of (11) to Hardy spaces. 
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Note added in proof: After the paper was submitted, Andreas Seeger communicated to us 
that he had obtained some of the results in this paper. In particular he proved the upper 
bound llR6, II,<c(Log(n))“” for the operator norms of the Riesz means at the critical index 
6 = N/p - (N + 1)/2, 1 <p < 2( N + 1 )/(N + 3). Indeed this result is an extrapolation from 
Theorem 3. Here is a short proof: 
If f belongs to L”(M), then /lR;.fll, <cA” li./i),,, and if 1 dp<2(N+ I)/(N+3) and 
6 = N/P - (N+ 1)/Z then llR”,.fI/,, ,, ,< cl/.//l,. Hence the nonincreasing rearrangement of R’:,/ 
satisfies the estimates 
(R;.f)* (~)G(.ll,fll, 
A .A if O<t<n ,‘I’ 
[-,,, if n-‘vp<t<lMl 
and 
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